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Deep and wide valleys drive nested
phylogeographic patterns across
a montane bird community
V. V. Robin, C. K. Vishnudas†, Pooja Gupta† and Uma Ramakrishnan
National Centre for Biological Sciences, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bellary Road,
Bangalore 560065, India
Montane species distributions interrupted by valleys can lead to range
fragmentation, differentiation and ultimately speciation. Paleoclimatic fluctuations may accentuate or reduce such diversification by temporally altering
the extent of montane habitat and may affect species differentially. We examined how an entire montane bird community of the Western Ghats—a linear,
coastal tropical mountain range—responds to topographic valleys that
host different habitats. Using genetic data from 23 species (356 individuals)
collected across nine locations, we examined if different species in the community reveal spatial concordance in population differentiation, and whether
the timing of these divergences correlate with climatic events. Our results
reveal a nested effect of valleys, with several species (10 of 23) demonstrating
the oldest divergences associated with the widest and deepest valley in the
mountain range, the Palghat Gap. Further, a subset of these 10 species revealed
younger divergences across shallower, narrower valleys. We recovered discordant divergence times for all valley-affected montane birds, mostly in the
Pleistocene, supporting the Pliestocene-pump hypotheses and highlighting
the role of climatic fluctuations during this period in driving species evolution.
A majority of species remain unaffected by valleys, perhaps owing to geneflow
or extinction–recolonization dynamics. Studying almost the entire community allowed us to uncover a range of species’ responses, including some
generalizable and other unpredicted patterns.

1. Introduction
Montane habitats harbour high biodiversity and serve as excellent laboratories to
study evolution and diversification [1]. Montane or sky island systems are characterized by specific environmental conditions, limiting species that occur there.
Topographic dips in mountain ranges, which lead to valleys of unsuitable habitat
and micro-climate, cause discontinuities in species’ distributions, thereby affecting their genetic structure and evolutionary trajectories [2]. Understanding
evolution and diversification in montane habitats is particularly important
as these habitats are disproportionately threatened by climate change [3] and
anthropogenic deforestation [4].
Biogeographic barriers, like the Makassar Strait of Wallace’s line, or the
Isthmuses of Tehuantepec and Panama (which separate South and North
America), correlate with genetic divergences across several species inhabiting
these regions (reviewed in [5]). Identifying biogeographic barriers that are consistent across taxa elucidates the geographic drivers of species’ distribution and
biodiversity, and helps to delineate areas of endemism [6].
Topographic dips in mountain ranges function as biogeographic barriers for
montane taxa, with some affecting species concordantly (e.g. Africa [7] and Americas [8]), while others create discordant divergences (e.g. Africa [9]). But mountain
valleys can act as bridges or barriers, depending on the climatic conditions.
Climatic fluctuations can change montane habitat distributions [10,11], enhancing
the effects of biogeographic barriers [12]. Empirical evidence for the effects of
climatic fluctuations comes from several montane regions where phylogenetic
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Field sampling was conducted at nine locations across the Western
Ghats sky islands, hereafter Shola Sky Islands. We planned our
sampling such that we had samples from at least four major
island groups (A, B, C and D; figure 1) divided by the three deepest
valleys in this region: Chaliyar River valley between A (Wayanad
and northern hills) and B (Nilgiri mountains), Palghat Gap
between B and C (Anamalai– Palani–Highwavies Hills) and
Shenkottah Gap between C and D (Agasthyamalai).

(a) Phylogenetic methods
We built maximum-likelihood and Bayesian phylogenetic trees
(details in electronic supplementary material, S2). We considered
that a phylogeographic break was recovered for a species if we
observed reciprocal monophyly (within the species across the
four sampling localities). Final Bayesian trees with posterior support and maximum-likelihood bootstrap values at the nodes of
divergence are presented in electronic supplementary material,
S3. We also assessed divergence dates using Bayesian methods
(electronic supplementary material, S2). The time to most
recent common ancestor (TMRCA) of the internal node in the
phylogenetic tree was considered as the divergence time
corresponding to the biogeographic barrier (figure 1).

(b) Temporal concordance in divergences
We explicitly tested for simultaneous divergence in the 10 taxa
using MTML-msBayes, a hierarchical approximate Bayesian
computation method that permits across-species demographic
variation, inter-gene variability in coalescent times and DNA
mutation rate heterogeneity [30]. This implementation allows
us to estimate the hyper-parameter PSI: the number of different
divergent times across the 10 species pairs in our study. PSI
was allowed to vary from 1 (concordant divergence) to 10 (incongruent divergence). Several iterations of divergence time (t)
prior were examined to explore the parameter space adequately
(details in electronic supplementary material, S2). As MsBayes
is considered to show a bias towards inferring a concordant divergence largely owing to broad uninformative prior
distributions used [31], we also analysed the data with DPPmsBayes [32], which allows for more flexible priors and uses
a non-parametric approach—Drichlet-process priors on
divergence models [32].

3. Results
(a) Where do spatially concordant divergences occur
in montane birds of the Western Ghats?
Ten of the 23 species examined showed genetic divergences
(see the phylogenetic trees in electronic supplementary
material, S3, and summary table in electronic supplementary
material, S2) that were spatially concordant with valleys,
while a majority [13] showed no such effects across the distribution examined. While the distributions of four of these
species extend to lower elevations, potentially enabling geneflow, the exceptions included the small, high-elevation
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2. Material and methods

We defined the montane bird community of the Western Ghats
as species occurring above 1400 m.a.s.l. assessed from our 5-year
ringing data and further supported by independent auditory and
visual point-count data from other studies (electronic supplementary material, S1). We sampled 22 oscine species (including two
species complexes with two species each) and one columbiform
(Wood Pigeon) comprising 30 races in all, with 11 endemic species
from both forests and grasslands. We were unable to sample two
canopy species, Nectarina minima and Dicaeum concolor. Eight
species were exclusively found in the high elevations (more than
1000 m) where the highest mountains range between 1700 and
2600 m (figure 1). Our data consist of sequences from two nuclear
(fifth intron of nuclear b-fibrinogen (FIB) and the third intron of the
muscle-specific kinase gene (MUSK)) and two mitochondrial
(Cytochrome-b (Cyt-b) and NADH dehydrogenase 3 (ND3))
genes from blood samples of 356 individuals belonging to 23
species. Field and laboratory methods are detailed in electronic
supplementary material, S2.
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divergence correlates with the Pliocene in African forest
robins [13] and in a Western Ghat sky island insectivore [14],
Pleistocene in Australasian sky island species [15] and older
Miocene events for South American Tanagers [16]. However,
species may respond differentially to topography and
climate. Comparative phylogeographic analyses have thus far
been conducted on subsets of bird communities; studies from
the Americas [17–19], Africa [12,20,21], Australia [22] and
southeast Asia [2] exhibit varied patterns among the species
sampled. Such studies include species pairs that are often
picked to make specific, often extreme, comparisons like wet/
humid species versus dry [17,23]. Joseph et al. [24] found
higher genetic divergences among rainforest species than in
co-distributed generalist species. While comparing extremely
ecologically divergent species pairs is interesting, it is possible
that examining phylogeographic patterns in an entire montane
bird community might reveal more generalizable insights and
reveal a gradient of genetic effects.
The Indian subcontinent hosts the highest global oscine
(songbird) diversity [25] and includes the biodiverse Western
Ghats. The sky islands of the Western Ghats host Tropical
Montane Cloud Forests [26], or Sholas as they are known
locally, spread across a 700 km range (figure 1) with 17 endemic bird species. Unlike the Andes, where recent topographic
changes led to diversification of montane species (for example
flycatchers [27] and hummingbirds [28]), the Western Ghats’
topography is relatively older (ca 50 Myr, arising owing to a
series of uplifts during the Indian plate movement between
160 and 50 Ma [29]), and perhaps existed when songbirds (or
oscines) arrived in India (ca 34 Ma) [25].
We investigate comparative phylogeographic patterns in
an almost entire community of songbirds in the montane
Shola habitat across the sky islands of Western Ghats, India.
We attempted to capture as many species as possible (with
mist-nets) from the community in order to recover a differential impact of generalists and specialists in the community.
Although all species examined here are found in these montane habitats, some species occur all the way to the lowest
elevations (coastal, sea level), with no (or less) allopatry,
and we expect such species to exhibit less genetic divergence
than purely montane species. This would result in varied
species responses in the community. Specifically, we use genetic data from 22 of 25 oscine birds and one non-passerine in
the Shola community from across the Western Ghats to ask:
(i) if there is spatial concordance of genetic differentiation
across valleys in the Western Ghats between species, and
(ii) when genetic divergence across these valleys took place
and if there is temporal concordance across the bird community. Together, answering these questions will allow us
to investigate the dominant biogeographic paradigm for
this region, specifically exploring vicariant events resulting
in temporal concordance across species.
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Figure 1. Western Ghat sky islands: (a) sampling locations, (b) elevation profile (adapted from [14]). (Online version in colour.)

restricted endemic flycatcher Ficedula nigrorufa and other highelevation birds like the Hypsipetes, Columba and Zoothera dauma,
which showed no genetic divergence (figure 2). We recovered
phylogenetic divergence that correlated with the Palghat Gap
in 10 species, of which half were high-elevation (more than
1000 m) restricted while others are thought to be elevationally
widespread in the Western Ghats (figure 2). The laughing
thrush Strophocincla spp. complex was affected by all three

valleys examined, while Myiomela spp. and Zosterops palpebrosus
were affected only by Palghat Gap and Shenkottah Gap.
Although the Zosterops distribution extends well below the valleys, we recovered unexpected phylogenetic divergence in the
montane populations. We found the grassland endemic, Nilgiri
Pipit Anthus nilghiriensis, to be genetically distinct across the
only two highest mountain-tops that it occurs in, the Nilgiris
and the Anamalai–Palni Hills (regions B and C in figure 1).
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic effect of valleys on montane bird community in the Western Ghats. Bottom half indicates the elevational profile of the sampled region and
the upper half represents the phylogenetic data for each species. The break in the horizontal lines (blue online) in the upper half indicates phylogenetic division
(inferred from phylogenetic trees; electronic supplementary material, S3); dashed lines (blue online): no data. Note that Anthus sp. distribution extends only to
mountains B and C. (Online version in colour.)

(b) Is there temporal concordance among phylogenetic
divergences in the Shola Sky Islands?
For almost all species, the oldest divergence was across the
Palghat Gap. The oldest divergences were for two species
complexes, Strophocincla and Myiomela, with a mean TMRCA
of 6.78 (95% highest posterior density (hpd): 5.04–8.66) and
4.84 (95% hpd: 3.8–6.06) Ma, respectively. Of the other eight
species that showed genetic differentiation, the mean divergence time for five species were between 2.5 and 1 Ma, while
for all other species, the mean TMRCA was less than a million
years (figure 3). The populations of the other 13 species that did
not show any genetic divergence were also very young, with
mean TMRCA less than a million years (electronic supplementary material, S4). Our examination of temporal concordance
revealed that the two old divergences of Strophocincla and
Myiomela were concordant when analysed with msBayes
(c ¼ 1, narrow and low V) but were discordant with
DPP-msBayes (approximate posterior probability of two
divergences ¼ 0.997, GLM-adjusted posterior probability ¼ 1).
The eight younger divergences in the Pleistocene were also
recovered to be discordant by both MTML-msBayes (c ¼ 8,
broad and high V) and DPP-msBayes (approximate posterior
probability of eight divergences ¼ 0.999, GLM-adjusted posterior probability ¼ 1). As DPP-msBayes permits specification
of more flexible priors while msBayes tends towards concordance [31,32], here we interpret all our study taxa to have
discordant divergences.

(c) Nested effect of valleys
The montane birds of the Western Ghats are impacted by valleys in a nested pattern, with the Palghat Gap (between B and
C) being the most important biogeographic divide, impacting
most species (all 10 species that showed any genetic

differentiation) followed by the Shenkottah Gap (between C
and D) and then by the Chaliyar river valley (between A
and B; figure 2). Species that were affected by two barriers
were additionally affected by the Shenkottah Gap and then
finally by the Chaliyar river, in a nested pattern. A similar
nested pattern in age of divergences was observed, with
those at Palghat Gap being older than at the Shenkottah
Gap, followed by the Chaliyar River (figure 4).

4. Discussion
We assessed the impact of habitat valleys and topographical
dips on patterns of genetic differentiation in an entire montane bird community. Our results reveal that (i) not all
species are affected to a similar extent and (ii) species are
affected by topographic valleys in a nested pattern: the deepest gaps impact more species than do shallower gaps.
Correspondingly, divergences across deeper gaps are older
than those across shallower gaps. We suggest that climatedriven habitat shifts may accentuate genetic differentiation
between locations concordant with deep and wide valleys,
resulting in this nested pattern.

(a) Nested patterns of divergences in time and space
The relative impact of different topographic features revealed
a consistent hierarchy or nestedness in the importance of
different gaps, with the Palghat Gap affecting more species
and creating more ancient divergences, followed by the
impacts of the Shenkottah Gap and the Chaliyar river
valley. We suggest that the relatively greater impact of the
Palghat Gap may be owing to it being a wider (40 km wide
compared with 10 km Shenkottah and 2–3 km wide Chaliyar
valley) and deeper gap than the other two. Although no
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Figure 3. Molecular divergence time estimates (TMRCA—in Myr + hpd) at the Palghat Gap (largest valley) for species that showed any genetic divergence. (Online
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Figure 4. Nested effect of valleys on bird community. The panel on the left indicates the number of species showing genetic impacts—smaller, nested circles
indicate a subset of species impacted by the respective valleys. The panel on the right indicates the age of divergence of three study taxa, with the older divergences
always at Palghat Gap and younger divergences at smaller valleys. (Online version in colour.)

systematic studies have been conducted comparing species of
differing ecologies and dispersal abilities, an impact of this
Gap has also been found in small, restricted species like
frogs [33] and some plants [34] and even in large-bodied,
wide-ranging species like elephants [35]. However, certain
older taxa like centipedes [36] and some long-lived trees
[37] do not appear to be affected by this Gap.
Although the Shenkottah and the Palghat Gaps are geologically very old ( pre-Cambrian), the impact on recent and
relatively vagile colonizers like birds, especially those with
small ranges, is likely to be through more recent climatic
effects [38]. However, we indicate that in scenarios where
climate-mediated habitat shifts lead to genetic structure in

species, topography provides the background for climate
to act upon. Species are thus more affected by the deeper,
wider valleys than narrower, shallow ones—a probable
paradigm for montane species. Such patterns, including
nestedness, may not be apparent in other mountain ranges
with many parallel ranges and complex topography. It is
possible that this clear effect was recovered here possibly
owing to the very linear Shola Sky Island system of the Western Ghats with relatively simple topography. Specifically,
in the Western Ghats, our results suggest the Palghat Gap
to be the most significant biogeographic barrier, possibly
affecting patterns of diversity and distribution across
varied taxa.
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(c) Why are some montane species not impacted
by valleys?
Some montane-restricted endemic species (F. nigrorufa and
Schoenicola platyura) that we expected to respond to valleys
like other specialists, did not show any population divergence across their range, and had young TMRCA. Such
patterns could be caused (non-exclusively) as follows. (i)
Species could actively disperse across these barriers, though
current information does not support this. (ii) Extinction recolonization responses to paleoclimatic cycles are well
documented in montane taxa [11,40] and have been proposed
as an explanation for a similar lack of genetic structure in a
high-altitude specialist bird in Australian sky islands [24].
(iii) Incomplete lineage sorting owing to recent divergence
has been implicated in other bird species that do not indicate
apparent divergence (see review in [42]). We suggest that
some of these factors together with recolonization during
inter-glacials may be responsible for the apparent lack of phylogeographic pattern in some species. Future studies could
attempt to differentiate between these hypotheses.

(d) Insights from examining an entire community
Montane species in the Western Ghats revealed differing
responses to topographic (and habitat) valleys. The highest
genetic differentiation was observed in montane-restricted
species (such as in [18,22]), while widespread generalists
such as Pycnonotus jocosus, grassland generalists like Anthus
rufulus, open country birds such as Saxicola caprata and
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